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Applications

For carpet and fabric such as:

> Upholstery

> Cloth seat covers

> Drapes

Packaging

Specifications

Color ......................................... White

Fragrance ..................................None

pH Range .............................. 7.0 - 7.5

Dilution ... .RTU or up to 16 - 32 oz./gal.

Density ....................................... 8.35

4/1 gallon 096200-41

Features:
Pleasant to Use
No Residual Odors
Dries Quickly  

Description
This product is an easy-to-apply, water-based concentrate that 
effectively repels stains and retards soil for carpet and all types of fabric 
such as upholstery, cloth seat covers, and drapes. 

This product can be applied with a spray bottle or a hand pump-up 
sprayer to both freshly cleaned damp carpet or clean dry carpet or fabric. 
This product dries fairly quickly with no solvent odors.

Directions
Preparation: 

1 Vacuum carpet or fabric thoroughly. 

2 Extract or dry foam carpet. 

Preparation of spray mix: 
1 Light Protection and New Carpet Or Upholstery (That is Dry): 

Use 16 oz. of product per gallon of tap water (1:8). 

2 Medium Protection and Cleaned Carpet and Fabric (That is Still  
Damp):  Use 32 oz. of product per gallon of tap water (1:4).

3 Maximum Protection:  Use full strength for heavy traffic areas. 

Application:  
1 Apply solution with a pump-up sprayer holding the nozzle 12” to 

18” from the carpet or fabric and apply one half of the solution 
over the area to be covered in one direction only. 

2 Then apply the other half of the solution by spraying in the 
opposite direction creating a basket weave pattern. 

3 Use a pile brush to spread evenly and brush in one direction 
only immediately after application. 

4 Allow carpet or fabric to dry thoroughly. 

E Clean up sprayer after each use by rinsing with tap water.

Stain Guard Spray-On Carpet Protectant 


